These articles appeared in The Business Report in March 2013. Since then,
healthcare reform has continued to evolve. For the latest information, visit
www.bcbsla.com/reform, or contact your authorized Blue Cross agent.
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Deciphering
Health Care Reform
Since the passage of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (hereafter,
the PPACA or the Act) on March 23, 2010, how
employers create and administer their health
plans is dictated by a new set of rules. And yet,
the rulemaking process has only just begun.
The PPACA, or “health care reform,” will take
years to become fully effective and requires the

creation of many new regulations. More than
10,000 pages of regulations have been issued
to date—with more to come. With 2014 fast
approaching as a critical implementation period,
the sponsors will present three installments
of the special advertising series Deciphering
Health Care Reform, appearing in the March 5,
May 28 and Aug. 6 issues of Business Report.

All information in this section is presented by the sponsors. The articles herein are educational and informational
only and do not contain legal, tax, financial or medical advice specific to any individual or business.

The PPACA deadlines

When are they and what do they
mean for individuals and employers?
By Patrick D. Seiter, Esq., and Cindy M. Amedee, Esq.

T

The PPACA further requires that employers
he PPACA has been highly contested
notify their employees of the availability of health
and controversial since its passage in
insurance exchanges by March 31, 2013; however,
2010. Its reforms have been thoroughly
the U.S. Department of Labor has announced that
debated and withstood the scrutiny of
it will not hold employers to that deadline, as it
the United States Supreme Court. The
has not yet issued final regulations on this proAct itself is more than 1,000 pages long. More
vision. The final rules, expected to be released in
than 10,000 pages of regulations have been isthe summer or fall of 2013, will include a revised
sued offering interpretation and guidance. Whetheffective date and notice deadline.
er you are a proponent of the PPACA or not, it is
impossible to ignore the significant health care
Jan. 1, 2014: Individual and employer mandates
reform deadlines slated to become effective in the
Some of the more controversial reform proremaining months of 2013 and beyond.
visions are slated for 2014. These include the
Generally, the deadlines for 2013 are focused
PPACA’s mandated health insurance coverage for
on the financial aspects of PPACA. For instance,
individuals and some employers. The PPACA reeffective Jan. 1, 2013, contributions to health flexquires most individuals to obtain health insurance
ible spending accounts are now limited to $2,500
or pay a penalty for failing to do so beginning in
per year. Additionally, the floor for income tax de2014. The penalty will start at $95 for 2014 and
ductions for health care expenses increased from
increases each year. There is a cap of up to the na7.5% of annual gross income to 10% of annual
tional average of the premium amount for a minigross income. This new floor does not apply, howmum-coverage insurance plan.
ever, to individuals who turn 65
To assist individuals with the
during 2013, 2014, 2015 or 2016.
If an employer’s
cost of coverage, the Act provides
And some of us will feel the pinch
workforce is near
for premium tax credits for peoof the Medicare tax rate increase,
the 50-employee
ple with incomes above Medicaid
which also became effective
threshold, it
eligibility but below 400% of
Jan. 1, 2013.
poverty level. That said, if an inwould be prudent
dividual cannot obtain affordable
Deadlines for employers in 2013
to seek guidance
coverage, he or she may be exThere are a couple of other
now as to whether
empt from the penalty.
important PPACA deadlines in
it falls into the
PPACA also requires some
2013 of which employers need to
50+ category.
employers to provide insurance
be aware. By Dec. 31, 2013, emcoverage to its full-time employployers must file a certification
ees beginning in 2014. Whether
with the federal government indian employer is affected by this provision depends
cating that their group health plans are compliant
upon its number of full-time employees. If a busiwith the Health Insurance Portability and Acness employs less than 50 full-time employees, it
countability Act (HIPAA) rules on electronic health
is exempt from this mandate. However, if a busiinformation and electronic fund transfers. But an
ness has 50 or more full-time employees, it will be
employer’s obligation does not end there. It must
required to offer minimum essential health insuralso ensure that its downstream service providers
ance coverage.
comply with these rules. Failure to comply will
An employer who maintains one or more
result in penalties. Final guidance on this PPACA
health plans and employs more than 200 emmandate is expected in the near future.
ployees must automatically enroll new full-time
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employees in one of the plans. The new employee,
however, may opt out of the enrollment.
There are calculation rules for determining
whether an employer actually employs 50 fulltime employees and even rules as to whether a
worker is actually an employee (e.g., leased employees and independent contractors). Further
explanation of these rules can be found in the
articles that follow.
If an employer’s workforce is near the 50-employee threshold, it would be prudent to seek
guidance now as to whether it falls into the 50+
category.
Jan. 1, 2014: Exchanges
To assist individuals and small businesses in
locating and purchasing affordable health insurance, the PPACA mandates the establishment
of health insurance exchanges in every state by
Jan. 1, 2014. In response to this mandate, a state
has three options: (1) establish and operate a
state-based exchange; (2) let the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services operate a federal
exchange in the state; or (3) partner with HHS in
establishing and operating such an exchange.
Gov. Bobby Jindal has consistently stated that
Louisiana will not operate a state-based health
insurance exchange. During the 2012 Regular Session, the Louisiana Legislature considered a bill
that would have established a state-based insurance exchange in Louisiana; however, it failed to
pass. Thus, at this time, it appears that Louisiana
will participate in an exchange administered by
HHS.
Both individuals and small employers may
shop for health coverage through the exchanges.
For the purposes of this component of the Act,
a small employer is one with no more than 100
employees; however, states may limit employers’
participation in exchanges to businesses with
less than 50 employees until 2016. For two years
starting in 2014, small employers (25 or fewer employees) that purchase health coverage through
an exchange may be eligible for a tax credit of up

Scott

to 50% of its contribution if the
employer contributes 50% of the
premium.
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Large employers are eligible to participate in
health insurance exchanges in 2017. Under the
PPACA’s health insurance exchange provisions, a
large employer is one with more than 100 employees.
As it stands now, the final PPACA deadline, a
Cadillac health plan tax, is set for 2018. Health insurers and plan administrators will pay a 40% tax
on any health plan premium that is above $10,200
per year for singles and $27,500 per year for families. The tax is on the amount of premium that is
above these thresholds.
Of course, new rules and regulations may affect the foregoing deadlines. For instance, as previously noted, the March 13, 2013, deadline to give
notice to employees regarding health insurance
exchanges will not be enforced. Another deadline
will be set when new rules are promulgated later in 2013.
By Dec. 31, 2015,
Nonetheless, employers and
group health
individuals should be preparing
plans must certify now for these deadlines.
While it is possible that porto the federal
tions of the PPACA may be modgovernment
ified or that new rules will alter
that they are
these deadlines, the slated reform
electronically
measures, especially those set to
processing
take effect in 2013 and 2014, are
health claims,
fast approaching.

Medicaid expansion
There is another key provision
of the PPACA that would significantly affect health benefits coverage; however, to date it has been
rejected in Louisiana. The PPACA
provides for an expansion of Medicaid eligibility and establishes the
minimum eligibility level as 133%
of the federal poverty level for
persons under the age of 65. Since
Medicaid is administered by the
states, however, the states may
elect not to expand Medicaid coverage. Just recently, Jindal reiterated his decision not to expand Medicaid coverage
in Louisiana, and funding for Medicaid expansion
is not included in the proposed
budget for the 2013-14 fiscal year.

Both individuals
and small
employers may
shop for health
coverage through
the exchanges. For
the purposes of
this component of
the Act, a small
employer is one
with no more than
100 employees.

Selected in December as one of 25
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Jan. 1, 2014: Other rules
In addition to the health coverage mandate and insurance
exchanges, numerous other reform
measures will become effective or
their scope will expand on Jan. 1,
2014. Below is a general overview
of some of them:
• No group plan may exclude a
plan member based on a pre-existing condition.
• Waiting periods for all group or individual
insurance plans are limited to 90 days.
• Annual benefits limits are removed.
• An employee’s maximum health premium
discount for participation in a wellness program
will increase from 20% to 30%.
• Health insurers offering coverage in a state’s
individual or group market must issue health
insurance coverage to every employer and individual who applies for coverage and renew the
coverage at the option of the plan sponsor or the
individual.
• Health insurers may not charge higher rates
due to health status, gender or other factors; however, rates may vary based on age, tobacco use,
family size and geography.

Each year, the magazine recognizes talented and
dynamic female executives working in commercial
insurance, risk management, benefits management and
related fields nationwide.
All of us at Blue Cross congratulate Peggy for being
honored alongside her exceptional peers.
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We believe Blue Cross membersBeyond
get
the
best of both
By Dec. 31, 2015, group health
plans
must certify toservice
the federal and
worlds—local, community-based
customer
government that they are electronically processing
health
claims,
national-caliber talent like the expertise
Peggy
Scott
enrollment and premium payment.
They must also certify that their
brings to her position.
electronic systems are in compliance with applicable laws and
rules.

Learn more about Peggy in our Media Center at
www.bcbsla.com.

enrollment and
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By Michael R. Bertaut, MBA, CHC, PAHM
Health Care Economist/Exchange Coordinator

2. What is an applicable large employer (ALE)?
ealth care reform, and the changes it
Could you be one and not know it?
will bring, is moving like a tsunami, and
You might consider yourself a small business,
businesses will feel the full effects of
but the government might not when it comes to
its waves in 2014 if not sooner. It’s time
implementing the PPACA. Many businesses that
to prepare.
employ less than 50 full-time employees will be
Knowledge is the best tool business owners
considered an ALE.
can have in their portfolio these days. So let’s
Here’s the definition of an ALE: Employers
start with some basic and very important queswho use more than 50 full-time
tions to help you better identify
equivalents of labor as defined by
your obligations under the new law
Here’s the
the IRS for more than six continuous
based on your size and the numdefinition of an
months in 2013. (The law allows ember of people you employ. This will
‘ALE’: Employers
ployers to choose any period of six
make it easier to determine if your
who use more
consecutive months in 2013, rather
business is prepared for health care
than 50 full-time
than the entire calendar year, to dereform in 2014.
equivalents of
termine their status for 2014.)
Full-time employees (under the
1. For health insurance purposes,
labor as defined
new definition in question No. 1)
how many full-time employees do
by the IRS for
must be included in the count, as
you have?
more than six
well as any labor used by a company
Think you know how many fullcontinuous
that meets the common law definitime employees you have? You
months in 2013.
tion of employee.
might have to think again. The
ALEs are subject to new federal
definition of a full-time employee
rules about whom they offer health benefits to
for health insurance purposes changed in October
and how they pay for them. In addition, there are
2012, when the IRS issued new bulletins 2012-58
substantial fines for being out of compliance. (As
and 2012-59. In general, employees who work 30
an aside, for most businesses, the compliance
hours per week on average may now be considdue date is their group’s renewal date in 2014. So
ered full time under the new rules.
in other words, most groups aren’t automatically
obligated to comply as of Jan. 1, 2014. Future deci-

sions about health benefits can change the compliance date for an ALE.)
3. If you are an ALE, what are your obligations?
While required to comply with the Act, businesses might react in three different ways:
• Some will choose to comply with the law. This
means you must offer at least 95% of your employees who fit the new definition of full time (see
question No. 1) a health insurance product that
meets one of three new federal tests for affordability and a minimum actuarial value.
• Others will choose to partially comply with
the law. This means you can offer a plan that fails
the affordability or actuarial test or you can restrict the offer to less than 95% of your full-time
employees. In this situation, when one employee
takes advantage of advanced tax credits and the
health insurance exchanges, you will be subject to
fines. These fines are not considered by the IRS
as legitimate business expenses and may not be
deducted from corporations’ taxes.
• Others will fail to comply with the law. You
may choose to not offer benefits to any employee. When any one of your employees goes to the
marketplace exchange to shop for insurance and
draws an advanced tax credit, you will be liable for
a federal fine of $2,000 per year, per full-time employee, minus the first 30 employees. Again, these
fines are not tax deductible.
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4. If you do not meet the definition of an ALE,
what are your obligations as a small business
to offer health insurance under the reform law?
Non-ALEs have very limited obligations under
the Act to provide health benefits in any particular way to employees or to subsidize them. The
restrictions in question No. 3 do not apply to nonALE groups.
5. How are insurance carriers reacting to new
regulations?
At Blue Cross, our commitment to reaching
out to stakeholders on health care reform has
been unwavering. And the demand from the
marketplace has been immeasurable. I have personally conducted more than 400 presentations
and learning sessions on health care reform since
April 2009, if that gives you an idea of our commitment.
Groups from your local Kiwanis to Washington
insiders want information about how the Act will
change the health care marketplace. More than
10,000 pages of regulations have been issued to
date—with more to come. Assembling this information and turning it into useful information businesses can use is a challenge that Blue Cross has
committed to embracing.
We are committed to working with all stakeholders—Congress, state officials, businesses and
providers—to educate the public about the effects
of reform, and to find solutions for affordable
high-quality coverage. Blue Cross is founding the
Louisiana Healthcare Education Coalition, a civic
organization committed to providing unbiased

health care and wellness information to the people of our state. The coalition will be comprised
of health care providers, small businesses, faithbased institutions, employers, community leaders,
patient advocacy groups and others who are
devoted to helping people understand health care
reform.
As I said earlier, knowledge is key now. The
new health care reform law is bringing big changes to the insurance industry, and businesses and
individuals must be prepared. Businesses must
stay informed, stay educated and be connected.
They must get help from insurance brokers, benefit attorneys, HR professionals, payroll administrators and tax professionals to help navigate the
changes brought about by reform.

The information provided above should not
be considered as legal, financial, accounting,
planning or tax advice. You should consult your
attorneys, accountants and other employees or
experts of this type for this type of advice based
on their own interpretations, calculations and determinations of applicable laws, rules, regulations,
guidance and any other documents and information that they determine may be relevant. The
author makes no guarantees or other representations as to the accuracy or completeness of the
data in this article. BCBSLA expressly disclaims
any liability for information obtained from use of
this presentation by any BCBSLA employee or by
any other person. No warranty of any kind is given
with regard to the contents of the presentation.

What can you do to help?

Get involved.

Join Blue Cross and the Louisiana
Healthcare Education Coalition, a civic
organization committed to providing
unbiased health care and wellness
information to the people of our
state. We are looking for like-minded
partners to join us in addressing key
issues such as navigation of the new
health care system, the major drivers of health care costs, the critical
importance of personal wellness and
the need for system transformation to
increase quality while reducing cost.
As a member, you decide how big
of a role you want to play in the coalition. Opportunities range from submitting letters to the editor to participating in meetings with public officials. Or
you can simply share information with
members of your association. To learn
more, contact lhec@bcbsla.com.

Health care reform:
A clear path for employers
By Andy Impastato, Esq., and Stephanie Pennington

A

s health care reform continues to
develop, employers are asking themselves, “What are my responsibilities
and what are the financial and administrative impacts to my business?” Employers must confirm that they have successfully
implemented all existing requirements. They must
also begin preparing for future requirements to
ensure their plans remain legally compliant, financially viable and attractive to employees.
During our three part series, “Health care reform: A clear path for employers,” we will help employers identify challenges they face with reform,
develop successful health care strategies moving
forward and achieve success in the post-reform
world.
One of the biggest challenges employers face
with health care reform is whether or not they will
begin or continue offering an employer-sponsored
health plan to employees, or whether they will pay
the penalty for not offering coverage. The Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act’s shared responsibility provision, or the “employer mandate,”
generally becomes effective on Jan. 1, 2014. That
means employers that sponsor calendar year
plans have less than 10 months to decide what to
do if they have not done so already.
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What is the employer mandate and
who is subject to the law?
The employer mandate in short will require
“applicable large employers” (ALEs) who fail to
“offer” “minimum essential coverage” to “substantially all” of their “full-time employees,” those
working at least 30 hours per week, and their “dependents,” to pay a $2,000 per employee penalty
if any full-time employee goes to an exchange and
obtains a subsidy. The penalty is calculated based
on the total number of full-time equivalent employees minus 30.
The mandate also states that applicable large
employers that offer coverage will be subject to a
$3,000 per employee penalty if the coverage is either not “affordable” or does not meet “minimum
value” and, as a result, any full-time employee can
obtain a subsidy. “Affordability” is based on an
employee’s household income. “Minimum value”
is based on an employer’s portion of total allowed
costs under the plan. The penalty is calculated
based on the number of full-time employees who
go to the exchange and obtain a subsidy.
An applicable large employer is one that employed an average of at least 50 full-time employees on business days during the preceding calendar year. For purposes of determining whether
an employer is a large employer, companies must

include not only their full-time employees but also
a full-time equivalent for employees who work
part-time. A full-time employee is an employee
who works 30 or more hours per week. If an employer is viewed as a controlled group under the
Internal Revenue Code, an individual owning multiple businesses must combine the total number of
employees in each entity to determine employee
count and treat such employees as if they work
for a single employer.
• Employee means common law employee: those
that an employer can tell what to do and how to
do it.
• Full-time means an average of at least 30 hours
of “service” per week; or 130 hours of “service”
per calendar month.
• This could potentially include part-time labor,
seasonal labor, guest workers, work release employees and contract labor, depending on the degree of control the employer has over a worker’s
labor.
• Full-time employees do not include leased employees, a sole proprietor, a partner in a partnership, 2% S corporation shareholder or employees
who work outside the U.S.
• Employers who use independent contractors
should carefully evaluate the relationships (or
seek guidance from a tax advisor) when deter-
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mining how to count them with
respect to the employer mandate.

agencies and other short-term
employees.
Hours of service consist of
each hour for which an employee
is paid, or entitled to payment,
for performance or duties for
any member of the employer’s
controlled group. Paid leave for
vacation, holiday, illness, incapacity (including disability), layoff,
jury duty, military duty or leaves
of absence are considered hours
of service. There is no hour limit
in these categories and it will generally not include hours worked
outside of the U.S.
For employees paid on an hourly basis, the
employer is required to calculate actual hours of
service from records of hours worked and for nonworked hours for which payment is made or due.
For employees not paid on an hourly basis,
the employer must calculate hours of service by
counting actual hours worked and non-worked
hours for which payment is due; using a daysworked equivalency method (eight hours of
service for each day for which the employee is
entitled to pay for worked or non-worked time); or
using a weeks-worked equivalency (40 hours of
service per week for each week for which the employee is entitled to pay for worked or non-worked
time).
Employees must have an effective opportunity
to accept coverage at least once during the plan
year. An electronic offer is permissible and coverage “offered” for a month must actually provide
coverage for every day of the month.
An employer will be deemed to have offered
coverage to “substantially all” full-time employees
and their dependents if coverage is offered to
95% of full-time employees and their dependents
(or, if greater, five (5) employees). Failure to offer
coverage to 5% of employees need not be inadvertent, but does not eliminate the penalty for the
5% not offered coverage.

The law does
provide some
transition relief,
allowing employers
to choose any
period of six
consecutive months
in 2013 (rather
than the entire
calendar year) to
determine their
status for 2014.

How do you calculate full-time
employees?
To calculate the total number
of employees, add together the
total number of full-time employees including seasonal workers
for each month and add the total
number of full-time equivalent
employees including seasonal for
each month and divide by 12. The
number of full-time equivalents
for each month equals the total
hours worked by non-full-time employees (not
more than 120 for any one) divided by 120. If your
answer is a fraction, round down to next lowest
whole number.
There is an exception for seasonal employees.
An employer with 50 or more full-time employees
can avoid large employer status if the employer’s
workforce exceeds 50 full-time employees for 120
days or fewer during the calendar year; and the
employees in excess of 50 employed during the
120-day period were seasonal workers.
If an employer was not in existence throughout
the preceding calendar year, the determination of
whether the employer is a large employer is based
on the average number of full-time employees
that the employer is reasonably expected to employ on business days in the current calendar year.
Which employees must be offered coverage?
Full-time employees must be offered coverage
and part-time employees are excluded. Full-time
status is measured monthly and on an ongoing basis, but the 30-hours-of-service threshold remains.
There are safe harbors in place to mitigate the
impact of a month-to-month analysis whereby employers use measurement, stability and administrative periods for new and ongoing variable-hour
employees. We are still awaiting guidance on how
to treat individuals assigned by temporary staffing

Start here

Does the employer have at
least 50 full-time equivalent
employees?

No

Did at least one employee
receive a tax credit or
subsidy in an exchange?

Yes

The term “dependent” does not include the
employee’s spouse, but does include son, daughter, stepson, stepdaughter, adopted child, child
placed for adoption and foster children up to age
26. There is some transition relief: Dependent coverage is not required in 2014 if the employer not
currently offering coverage to dependents takes
steps during the 2014 plan year to offer coverage
to dependents.
What is minimum essential coverage and minimum value?
Minimum essential coverage was not defined
in the Proposed Rule published on Jan. 2, 2013.
We are still awaiting guidance.
An employer-sponsored health plan has “minimum value” if it covers 60% of the total allowed
costs. There are three methods an employer can
use to determine if the plan has minimum value.
One is a minimum value calculator in which the
employer would enter benefit and cost sharinginformation in the following four categories: physician and mid-level practitioner care; hospital and
emergency room services; pharmacy benefits;
and laboratory and imaging services. The second
method is the designed-based safe harbors checklists. Lastly, employers can obtain an actuarial
certification.
The government does assume health reimbursement arrangements (HRA) and health savings accounts (HSA) amounts are used by employees for cost-sharing. For HRAs, an “appropriate
portion” of employer contributions can be counted toward minimum value. For HSAs, an “appropriate portion” of employer contributions can be
counted toward minimum value (i.e., added to the
value of associated high-deductible health plan).
How do you determine if coverage is affordable?
Coverage is affordable if the required employee contribution for self-only coverage for the
lowest cost option (that provides minimum value)
does not exceed 9.5% of household income. An
employer can use an employee’s W-2 wages for

Penalties do not apply
to small employers.

Yes

Does the employer
offer coverage?

No

The employer must pay
a penalty for not offering
coverage.

Yes
Does the insurance pay for
at least 60% of the total
allowed cost of benefits?

No

Employees can choose to buy
coverage in an exchange and
receive a tax credit.

Yes
Do any employees have
to pay more than 9.5% of
household income for the
employer coverage?

No
The employer is
not required to
pay a penalty.

Yes

Those employees can choose
to buy coverage in an exchange
and receive a tax credit.

The employer must pay
a penalty for not offering
“affordable” coverage.

}
}

The penalty is

$2,000

annually times the number
of full-time employees
minus 30.
The penalty is

$3,000

annually for each full-time
employee receiving a tax
credit, up to a maximum of

$2,000

times the number of full-time
employees minus 30.

Employer Penalties Under the
Affordable Care Act Beginning 2014
Source: Kaiser Family Foundation
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that calendar year to determine if their contribution exceeds 9.5% of income.
New safe harbors include
allowing employers to calculate income by multiplying
hourly rate of pay by 130 or by
monthly salary (does not apply
if wages are reduced) as well
as the most recently published
federal poverty level for single
individuals.

The second type of relief
applies to employers that
maintained a fiscal year plan
as of Dec. 27, 2012, and offered coverage to a significant
percentage of employees.
“Significant percentage”
means the employer offered
coverage to at least a third of
its employees (full-time and
part-time) at the last open
enrollment period, or the
employer covered at least a
fourth of its employees (fulltime and part-time) on any
day between Oct. 31, 2012,
and Dec. 27, 2012. In this case, the employer has
until the first day of the first plan year in 2014 to
offer those employees affordable, minimum-value
coverage.

The employer is not
permitted to use
the days-worked
equivalency or
the weeks-worked
equivalency if
the result is to
substantially
understate an
employee’s hours of
service And cause that
employee not to be
treated as full-time.

Transition relief for certain
fiscal year plans
Transition relief is available
for certain fiscal year plans. Fiscal year plans are
noncalendar year plans that are effective on a
month and day other than Jan. 1.
The first type of relief applies to employers
that maintained a fiscal year plan as of Dec. 27,
2012, and only with respect to its employees that
were or who would be eligible under the eligibility
requirements in effect on Dec. 27, 2012. In this
case, the employer has until the first day of the
first plan year in 2014 to ensure that those employees are offered affordable, minimum-value
coverage.

Should I play or pay?
Many employers are grappling with the dilemma of deciding whether they will “play” (continue
to offer employer-sponsored coverage) or “pay”
(eliminate their employer-sponsored health care
offering and pay the penalty for not offering coverage). Eliminating coverage and paying the pen-

alty may sound attractive to many employers, but
there are significant reasons to carefully evaluate
all available options and calculate the actual outcomes of each.
In our next installment of “Health care reform: A clear path for employers,” we will discuss
various strategies employers can implement in
their organizations as well as important factors
to consider when deciding whether to play or pay.
We will look at continuing to sponsor coverage,
restructuring contribution strategies, limiting
eligibility for employer-sponsored plans, directing ineligibles to exchanges, discontinuing plan
sponsorship and providing financial support, and
lastly, offering no employer-sponsored plan and
no financial incentives.

This article is provided for educational and
informational purposes only and does not contain
legal advice. You should not act on any information provided without consulting legal counsel. To
comply with U.S. Treasury Regulations, we also inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise,
any tax advice contained in this communication
is not intended to be used and cannot be used by
any taxpayer to avoid penalties under the Internal
Revenue Code. © 2013, BancorpSouth Insurance
Services, Inc.

A closer look at PPACA
tax and penalty rules
By William C. Potter, CPA, JD, and Stephen Mehaffey, CPA, JD

T

bination. In addition, there is the affiliated service
group (ASG).
In a parent-subsidiary controlled group, a
common parent owns 80% of the stock in a chain
of other corporations, while in a brother-sister
controlled group the same five or fewer individuals own at least 80% of the related entities and
effectively control more than 50% (identical ownership).
The case study below shows an example of
a brother-sister group. In this example, the four
shareholders own more than 80% of both Adams
Group ownership and the employer mandate
LLC and Bell LLC. Thus, the 80% requirement is
Generally, Internal Revenue Code § 4980H
satisfied. However, when we look at identical or
provides that an applicable large employer (ALE)
effective ownership, the four members only effecis liable for an assessable payment if any full-time
tively control 40% and fail the 50% test. Thereemployee is certified to receive an applicable
fore, these LLCs are not considered
premium tax credit or cost-sharing
one employer but two.
reduction and either (1) the emWhen considering an individual’s
ployer fails to offer to its full-time
ownership interest one must also take
employees (and their dependents)
into account the rules of attribution.
the opportunity to enroll in minimum
These rules generally consider one
essential coverage (MEC) under an
Percentage of Ownership
spouse to own what the other spouse
eligible employer-sponsored plan (§
owns, a parent to own what a minor
4980H(a) liability); or (2) the employMember
Adams, LLC Bell, LLC Effective
child owns, and a minor child to own
er offers its full-time employees (and
A
80%
20%
20%
what a parent owns—and other familtheir dependents) the opportunity
ial relationships may result in similar
to enroll in MEC under an eligible
B
10%
50%
10%
considerations. So while individually
employer-sponsored plan that, with
C
5%
15%
5%
one may not own enough to result in a
respect to a full-time employee who
D
5%
15%
5%
controlled group, when the ownership
has been certified for the advance
interest of their spouse or minor child
payment of an applicable premium
			
is considered, a controlled group may
tax credit or cost-sharing reduction,
Total
100%
100%
40%
result.
either is unaffordable or does not
For tax-exempt organizations,
provide minimum value (§ 4980H(b)
they will be considered to be under
liability).
he PPACA contains some tax provisions
that have been in effect since 2010 and
more that are being implemented for
2013 and 2014. In addition, we expect
further guidance and regulations that
will shape the application of many important provisions. With that said, the following notes take a
closer look at some technical considerations we
know of so far that could affect you and your employees as the law moves forward.

The definition of full-time employee is key in
determining whether and, if so, to what extent,
an employer may incur § 4980H(a) liability or §
4980H(b) liability.
It is important to keep in mind that some employers will be defined as part of a group of employers treated as a single employer for purposes
of the “large employer” definition. The PPACA
uses existing IRC sections to define these “groups”
of employers. These provisions (under the qualified
retirement plan rules) are used to determine affiliated groups.
Businesses organized in multiple forms may
be considered as a single employer under the Act.
A controlled group can be a parent-subsidiary
relationship, brother-sister relationship or a com-
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Not all part-time workers are included in pena child) for each household member up to three,
common control if at least 80% of the directors or
alty calculations, even though they are included in
or 1% of household income, and it climbs to $695
trustees of one organization are either representhe determination of a large employer. Conversely,
(or 1/2 for a child) for each household member, or
tatives of the other organization or are directly or
seasonal workers are not included in the determi2.5% of household income. The penalty is pro-ratindirectly controlled by the other organization.
nation of a large employer. However, it is important
ed by the number of months without coverage and
An “affiliated service group” results when two
to note that if an employer is determined to be
there is no penalty for a single gap in coverage of
or more entities have a service relationship and in
a large employer without counting its seasonal
less than three months in a year.
some cases also an ownership relationship. Typiworkers, it could still potentially face a penalty for
There are a number of exceptions to the recally, the ASG is found when one entity is performeach month that a full-time seasonal worker requirement to buy coverage, such as those with a
ing services to or on behalf of the other entity and
ceived a premium credit for exchange coverage.
religious objection and the incarcerated.
when capital is not a material income-producing
Other PPACA provisions will also affect whethTo help soften the impact of
factor. When determining whether full-time employees obtain premium credits for
this requirement, the taxpayer
er an ASG exists, the controlled
exchange coverage. For example, exchanges are
may qualify for a health insurance
group attribution rules are not
The employer
required to have “screen and enroll” procedures
premium tax credit, discussed beused, but instead a different set of
does not have
in place for all individuals who apply for premium
low. In addition, even if a penalty
attribution rules are used.
to factor in the
credits. This means that individuals who apply for
is owed, the only IRS enforcement
Employers who may perceive
wages of a married
premium credits must be screened for Medicaid
mechanism
is
to
offset
a
tax
rethemselves not to be an ALE must
employee’s spouse.
and the state Children’s Health Insurance Program
fund.
consider these complicated rules
The couple will
(CHIP) and, if found eligible, are to be enrolled in
to avoid the potential harsh results
be responsible
those programs; exchange premium credits will
Tax credits for low-income
of a misclassification.
for the payment
not be an option.
employees
of the additional
In addition, the Department of Health and
For employees whose houseMedicare taxes
medicare tax on
Human Services recently put employers on notice
hold income is below four times
Starting in 2013, high-income
their return.
that until the data hub is functioning they should
the federal poverty level, governhouseholds will pay more into
provide their employees with a summary of informent subsidies may help them
Medicare as a result of health care
mation on their health care coverage offerings—or
pay for health insurance. However,
reform. One component is the new
go through an appeals process if they do not want
subsidies will not be available to employees or
additional Medicare payroll tax, and the second
to pay improper penalties in 2014. These provitheir family members if the employee is insured
component is the new Medicare contribution tax
sions could affect whether any of an employer’s
through an employer’s plan, and the law will not
on net investment income.
full-time employees obtain premium credits in an
allow an employee to leave an employer plan
Those nonmarried filers earning more than
exchange, and if so, how many.
unless his share of the premium exceeds 9.5% of
$200,000 or married filers earning more than
In 2014, the monthly penalty assessed to emhousehold income.
$250,000 will have to pay an additional .9% Mediployers who do not offer coverage will be equal to
The amount of the premium assistance credit
care tax on their wages. Employers will be responthe number of full-time employees minus 30 mulis based on the taxpayer’s household income level
sible for collecting and remitting the additional tax
tiplied by one-twelfth of $2,000 for any applicable
relative to the federal poverty level. The calculaon individual wages that exceed $200,000. The
month. After 2014, the penalty payment amount
tion is computed on a sliding scale starting at 2%
employer does not have to factor in the wages
will be indexed by the premium adjustment perof income for taxpayers at or above 100% of the
of a married employee’s spouse. Therefore, the
centage for the calendar year.
federal poverty level and phasing out at 9.5% of
couple will be responsible for the payment of the
For those employers that do offer coverage,
income for those at 400% of the federal poverty
additional tax on their income tax return. If an emthe monthly penalty assessed to the employer for
level. The reference premium will be the second
ployee anticipates having to pay the new Medicare
each full-time employee who receives a premium
lowest cost for plans available in the individual
tax, the couple may request additional income tax
credit will be one-twelfth of $3,000 for any applimarket in the area in which the taxpayer resides.
withholding to prepare for the tax.
cable month. However, the total penalty for the
The IRS will pay the premium assistance credit
For those that are self-employed, the additionemployer is limited to the amount that would be
directly to the insurance plan in which the individal .9% tax applies to self-employment income that
assessed if the employer did not offer coverage.
ual is enrolled, and the individual will pay the difexceeds the previously mentioned amounts. The
ference between the premium and the credit. Indiadditional tax is nondeductible.
Small employer health insurance tax credit
viduals who fail to pay all or part of the remaining
The new law also imposes a new 3.8% MediBeginning in 2010, certain small employers
premium amount will be given a mandatory threecare tax on net investment income in excess of
were eligible to claim a tax credit of up to 35% of
month grace period before they are involuntarily
specified amounts. Net investment income is
their contributions toward the cost of health interminated from the plan. For employed individugenerally nonbusiness income from interest, divisurance for their employees (25% for tax-exempt
als who purchase health insurance through an exdends, annuities, royalties, rents and capital gains.
organizations). A small employer eligible to claim
change, the premium payments are made through
The tax is then imposed on the net investment
the credit is one that:
payroll deductions.
income that causes the taxpayers modified adjust• employs fewer than 25 full-time employee
ed gross income (MAGI) to exceed $250,000 for
equivalents;
Employer penalties
joint filers and $200,000 for nonmarried filers.
• pays an average annual
The calculation of penalties
This means that the tax is imposed on the lesser
wage of less than $50,000 per
with respect to noncompliance
of the net investment income or the excess over
FTE;
with the employer mandate will
the threshold amounts. For instance, an individual
Not all part• and paid health insurance
be a critical consideration in the
filer has MAGI of $275,000 and net investment
time workers are
premiums during the tax year
decisions of many businesses
income of $60,000. While the excess over MAGI is
included in penalty
under a qualifying arrangement.
during the next two years.
$75,000, the tax is only imposed on the $60,000.
calculations, even
To the extent the employer
The law does not explicitly
For most filers their MAGI will be the same as their
though they are
has more than 15 FTEs and/or
mandate an employer to offer
adjusted gross income, unless they worked overincluded in the
pays an average annual wage in
employees health insurance;
seas and qualify for the foreign earned income
determination of a
excess of $25,000 per FTE the
however, those employers with
exclusion.
large employer.
amount of the credit is reduced
at least 50 full-time employee
While the new Code section that applies the
ratably (see chart on next page).
equivalents will face penalties
new 3.8% Medicare tax on net investment income
Further, the amount of the credit
beginning in 2014, if one or more
is relatively short, the regulations issued by the
is limited if the premiums paid by an employer
of their full-time employees obtains a premium
IRS trying to implement this provision are more
are more than the average premiums determined
credit through an exchange. An employee may be
than 100 pages long.
by HHS for the small group market in the state in
eligible for a premium credit either because the
which the employer offers insurance. For 2012, in
employer does not offer coverage or the employer
Individual penalty
Louisiana, the limit per employee was $5,300 for
offers coverage that is either not affordable or
Beginning in 2014, the Act asks individuals and
employee-only coverage and $12,446 for family
does not provide minimum value. (How an employfamilies to share the responsibility to carry minicoverage.
er determines if they have more than 50 full-time
mum health insurance or pay a penalty. Taxpayers
Seasonal employees, sole proprietors, partners,
employee equivalents is discussed in the other
will have to report their coverage with their tax remore than 2% shareholders in S corporations and
articles in this special section.)
turns. The penalty in 2014 starts at $95 (or 1/2 for
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more than 5% owners in any other business
are excluded in calculating FTEs and average
annual wages. Generally, family members of
these individuals are also excluded. In addition, any health insurance premiums paid on
behalf of these individuals are not counted in
calculating an employer’s tax credit. Leased
employees are counted in computing an
employer’s FTEs and average annual wages.
However, the premiums paid by the leasing
organization are not taken into account by
the employer in computing the credit.
A qualifying arrangement is one in which
the employer pays a uniform percentage of
the premium cost for each employee enrolled
in the health insurance coverage offered, and
the uniform percentage must be at least 50%
of the premium cost. Health insurance premiums include dental and vision premiums in
standalone plans.
Small businesses can claim the credit
for 2010 through 2013 and for any two years
after that. Beginning in 2014, the maximum
tax credit will increase to 50% of premiums
paid by eligible small business employers and
35% of premiums paid by eligible tax-exempt
organizations.

PHASEOUT OF THE SMALL EMPLOYER TAX CREDIT
Average Wage
Number of
FTEs

$25,000
and less

$30,000

$35,000

$40,000

$45,000

$50,000

10 and fewer

35%

28%

21%

14%

7%

0%

11

33%

26%

19%

12%

5%

0%

12

30%

23%

16%

9%

2%

0%

13

28%

21%

14%

7%

0%

0%

14

26%

19%

12%

5%

0%

0%

15

23%

16%

9%

2%

0%

0%

16

21%

14%

7%

0%

0%

0%

17

19%

12%

5%

0%

0%

0%

18

16%

9%

2%

0%

0%

0%

19

14%

7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20

12%

5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

21

9%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

22

7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

23

5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

24

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

						

Finding the ROI in
employee wellness
By Stephanie Mills, M.D., MHCM
President and CEO
Franciscan Health and Wellness, a subsidiary of
Franciscan Missionaries of Our Lady Health System

H

ospitals and health systems have
been built over many decades to
meet a few core community needs.
First, help people who are suffering
or need emergency care. Second, fix
very complicated injuries and cure difficult and
life-threatening diseases. Third, provide hope
and a better quality of life, especially in seemingly hopeless situations. By fulfilling these
promises, the men and women working at hospitals have saved countless lives, helped people
live comfortably, and helped people live longer.
Yet there are gaps in our national health
care system we must address to do a better job
at keeping people healthy in the first place and,
once people become sick or injured, help them
from getting worse. In other words, we have a
great fire department but need more smoke
alarms and fire extinguishers. Health care providers must adapt to bring about needed changes and promising approaches employers can
use to get more value for their investment in
health care. Working together, we all win—health
care providers, employers and employees. In
the end, we all share the same goal—better
health. As the state’s largest health care system
and an employer of more than 10,000 people
in Louisiana, we have a unique perspective that
may be helpful to the Baton Rouge business
community.
The provisions of the PPACA, which will be
fully implemented by 2018, attempt to address
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some of the gaps in the system. In the meantime, hospitals and health systems across the
country, including in Louisiana, are adapting
to fill this void. As more people are covered
through state health exchanges, there will be
more patients to treat, but hospitals and doctors will have fewer resources to treat those
patients. In short, hospitals and doctors need to
innovate in order to deliver increasingly safer
and more effective care, for even more patients,
and more efficiently than ever. A tall order, yet
one that the Franciscan Missionaries of Our
Lady Health System, its sponsored organizations, including Our Lady of the Lake in Baton
Rouge and St. Elizabeth Hospital in Gonzales,
are making significant progress toward each
day by adopting new models and approaches.
Improving outcomes and
value with fewer resources
The health and cost of caring for our own
employees is a focus area that falls within our
responsibility and expertise as a health care
provider and employer. Several years ago, we
recognized that empowering primary care physicians and other clinicians so they can drive
proactive patient care is vital to improving the
health of our community. This means treating
the whole person, not just the specific condition that is bothering them at that moment.
Providers do everything they can to work with
their patients in these areas, but often they see

1

Health Af fairs and Harvard U niv ersi t y DASH Rep o si to ry

2

Cen ters f o r Disease Co n tro l

3

American Jo urnal o f Health Pro mo t io n
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patients sporadically. This includes health care
professionals, who have the same struggles as
people in other industries to balance work, life and
their personal health.
Because people spend a huge portion of their
waking time at work, employers have a great opportunity to bridge this gap and make an impact
on employee health. By providing employees with
tools and resources, employers can help facilitate
better health. Recognizing this great opportunity, the Act creates new incentives and builds on
existing wellness program policies to promote
employer wellness programs and encourage opportunities to support healthier workplaces. As of
2014, employers will have greater ability to reward
employees who meet health status goals by participating in wellness programs and penalize those
who do not.1
Understandably, there has been some disappointment in traditional wellness and disease
management programs. As the industry has
grown, many companies have not been able to
meet employer expectations. Yet, there are proven
strategies and innovative models that have delivered the value employers want and need. Evidence
shows that workplace health programs—when
designed, planned and implemented in the right
way—can provide significant benefits in employee
happiness, health and productivity. It will take time
to see the full benefits of a wellness program, but
in the short-term, employers and employees alike
can gain value.
Delivering a unique approach
to employee wellness
Since we face the same challenges to manage
health care costs as other employers, we built our
own program, Healthy Lives™, drawing on our vast
clinical and operational expertise. Our goal was to
create a comprehensive and integrated wellness
and benefits management program that could be
implemented throughout our system and more
effectively prevent and properly manage chronic
diseases, which are the primary drivers of the
poor health and rising costs.
Group health management, commonly referred to as population health management, is the
cornerstone of our Healthy Lives™ program. This
data-driven approach analyzes how individual,
cultural and organizational factors relate to health
conditions, lifestyle and behavioral patterns.
Through a combination of health assessment
and insurance claims, we use the data to identify
employees who are most at risk for serious health
challenges and then provide them with a realistic
path to prevention, wellness and treatment.
Behaviors and habits run deep. By understanding the physical factors like genetics and family
history, the environmental factors like access to
healthy foods and outdoor areas for exercise, as
well as the emotional factors like a strong support
system, we can give people the tools that will
produce positive behavior change, which can help
them improve and maintain their health while
lowering costs for the employer. In fact, people
who understand their treatment options and are
confident in their ability to manage their care cost
an estimated 8% less to treat than those who are
less knowledgeable about their health.2
One element of Healthy Lives™ that directly
addresses behavior change is our team of certified health coaches, who enhance our program
and the efforts of primary care physicians by
making health care about the person rather than
the disease. Programs that are narrowly focused
on managing only a specific disease state may not
deliver an integrated care experience that encom-

passes prevention, mental health, multiple chronic
conditions, and acute, here-and-now concerns.
Engaged employees, improved health,
ROI realized
In November of 2010, we launched Healthy
Lives™ with more than 10,300 employees and
over 13,000 insured members and an 80% participation rate. Health risk assessment results
showed that 9% of our insured members were
high risk and 13% were moderate risk for developing costly, chronic diseases such as diabetes.
This was the part of our health plan population we
knew needed more support and provided us the
most opportunity to realize cost savings. Based on
this data, we designed the program to address our
population’s specific needs, which included obesity, hypertension, high cholesterol and diabetes.
The results are clear. After just two years,
Healthy Lives™ has demonstrated great promise
to effectively engage patients, improve health
and save money. Based on 12 months of data, we
have seen a $6.3 million reduction in total health
plan expense( >10%), 20% reduction in hospital
admissions and 54% reduction in readmissions
within our population. Additionally, there have
been improvements across the board in quality
measures for wellness and prevention, control of
diabetes and hypertension, and high blood cholesterol levels. Over the next five years, we project a
4:1 return on our investment.
A proven solution
We know employers are eager for a comprehensive solution that will help employees get
healthier and ultimately save money. The same
need was a driving force behind applying our deep

clinical experience to create the program for our
own employees. We have extended the Healthy
Lives™ program to other businesses, with equally
promising results. Currently, Healthy Lives™ partners with 28 businesses, including three hospital
systems in Oregon, Florida and Mississippi, to
improve their employees’ health and get more for
their health care dollar.
With the right partner, employers can help
make health care work for everyone by creating
a culture of wellness that motivates and supports
their employees in reaching their health goals.
Employees of companies with a strong culture of
health are three times as likely as others to report
taking action to improve their health. A strong
culture of health contributes to higher employee
performance, commitment to well-being, overall
job satisfaction and lower employee turnover, as
well as better financial outcomes.3
Partners for better value, better health
It took longer than a day or a week or a month
to get to where we are, and it will take time to get
to where we want to be. Health care providers
must evolve and employers must become more
active. Maximum impact on improving health
and reducing costs will only be gained with participation and partnership from all stakeholders—hospitals, physicians, payors, patients and
the community. At Franciscan Missionaries of Our
Lady Health System we are already making great
strides toward our goals and look forward to joining with business leaders and as a community to
make Louisiana a healthier state.
1

http://www.healthaffairs.org/healthpolicybriefs/brief.php?brief_id=69
2

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/32/2/216.abstract?=right
3

http://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2012/12_0092.htm

Healthy Lives™ and other initiatives have made a big impact on our organization.

In addition to these results, we’ve also seen a cultural shift in our system and our
employees. There is a stronger commitment to health and wellness both from
an organizational and personal level. Different Franciscan Missionaries of Our
Lady Health System facilities had walking paths marked out and offered walking
challenges for points and raffles. $3.99 Healthy Lives™ meals were offered in all
hospital cafeterias, which are the lowest priced meal, portion controlled, and
under 500 calories. Well-attended health education classes and motivational
speaker engagements began at all facilities.
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